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CellPower Water Bottle  
 
Thank you for choosing CellPower Water. We want you to get the most out of your experience. 
Please read the user instructions carefully and completely BEFORE using the appliance. 
Failure to follow the instructions below could result in product damage or malfunction. 
 

A. Warranty service description 
B. Safety Information 
C. Function description 
D. Instructions 
E. Specifications 
F. Troubleshooting 

A. Warranty service description 

Non-warranty coverage: 
The technology associated with this device is very sensitive. 
In order to maintain the product appearance quality and optimal function, please make sure you follow 
the instructions in this manual. 

The product shall not be covered by the warranty if it presents with one of the following conditions: 

A. The product serial number is unrecognizable, damaged, altered or removed. 
B. Problems with consumables such as filters and batteries. 
C. The warranty label is damaged, altered or removed. 
D. Damage that occurs during transport to our repair center, namely due to lack of proper 

packaging. 
E. Damage caused by non-compliance with the instruction manual attached to the product, 

improper operation or incorrect configuration. 
F. Factors other than the product itself, such as unstable power supply, inconsistent voltage, etc., or 

damage caused by reasons of force majeure, such as fire, flood, earthquake, lightning and storm. 
G. Damage caused by parts not authorized or approved by our company. 
H. Damage caused by connecting accessories, other products or peripheral equipment not 

authorized or approved by our company. 
I. Damage caused by disassembly, repair, attachment or modification not authorized by our 

company. 
J. Any malfunction determined by the company that is not caused by the product itself. 
K. Before product maintenance, if the product content has been changed, deleted or added in any 

way, our company will not assume any responsibility. When the product is returned to the 
customer, it will return to the state at the time of purchase. 

L. For hardware, software, plug-in functions, parts, options, replacements and accessories provided 
by third parties that are not under our company’s warranty, we will not be liable for damages when 
repairing the product. Please check the product and remove all of them before shipping. 
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Warranty scope 
Our product provides a 2 (two) year warranty service from the date of sale. If the product problem is 
due to material or manufacturing defects during the warranty period, our company will be responsible 
for repair or replacement. If your local law in effect at the time of purchase requires a warranty period 
longer than two (2) years, this warranty shall be extended to the extent required by such law. 

Warranty period judgment  
We assess the warranty period for our purchased products based on any proof of purchase (such as 
invoice or receipt). 

B. Safety Information 

1. Do not put anything other than drinkable water in the CellPower Water Bottle. 
2. Make sure the water source used meets the recommended standards (filtered or bottled water). 

An inadequate water source will cause malfunction and deterioration of machine parts. 
3. Do not use chemicals, organic solvents, strong acids, strong alkalis, or detergents to clean or 

wipe the CellPower Water Bottle. 
4. Do not allow the elderly, the weak and children to use it when unattended. 
5. Do not place gasoline or other flammable gases or liquids near the machine or other equipment. 
6. Do not replace any part of the machine or attempt to repair it yourself. 
7. Avoid external contact of the CellPower Water Bottle base with water, to avoid unwanted water 

ingress and consequent irreversible damage to the device's board. 
8. Do not connect the CellPower Water Bottle to a computer, powerbank or multiple usb port. 
9. To charge the CellPower Water Bottle, use a charger with 5V 2A output that is NOT Apple brand. 
10. Do not drink water from the CellPower Water Bottle whilst it is charging. 

C. Function description 
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First use 
1. The battery is fully charged, the bottle is ready to use. 
2. The bottle was fully inspected and the generator was previously activated with hot water, so you 

may find water residues inside. 

Regular use  
1. Remove the bottle lid by unscrewing it. The supporting hand must hold the cup and not the base. 
2. Pour filtered or bottled water into the CellPower Water Bottle (do not use tap water) - ideal pH 

between 5 and 6; TDS (total dissolved solids/mineralization) 20-50mg/L. You can use hot water if 
you prefer. 

3. Do not completely fill the bottle, leave about 2 cm from the base of the lid. 
4. Start the hydrogen production cycle: 
3-minute working mode: Press ⏻ once (you should hear a beep).  
or 
5-minute working mode: Press ⏻ twice (press once, wait 2 seconds, press the second time - you 
should hear a double beep).  

5. Blue light is on and bubbles are produced in the water during normal operation. 
6. Short press the button if you want to interrupt hydrogen production/turn off the device. 
7. When the cycle ends, the blue light automatically turns off and a beep sounds. The water is ready 

to drink - drink immediately or preferably within 30 minutes. The ideal is to drink directly from the 
bottle, but you can transfer the water to a glass. 

D. Instructions 

Mute function 
1. This device is equipped with a mute function. With the bottle off, keep the button pressed down 

for 3 seconds (you should hear a beep) to switch to silent mode and another 3 seconds to switch 
off silent mode.  
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Hot water 
2. You can use hot water (up to 100ºC) inside CellPower Water Bottle and after the hydrogen 

production cycle is over, transfer it to an appropriate container for making coffee, tea or baby milk. 
3. We remind you that you should not put anything other than water inside the CellPower Water 

Bottle. 

Battery power indication 
4. The fully charged battery lasts about 10-15 uses (5-minute cycle). 
5. During operation, the red light (next to the blue light) will flash when the power is insufficient.  
6. Charge the battery only when the bottle emits this signal. Do not let the battery run down 

completely. 
7. Connect the supplied USB-C cable to a charger with 5V 2A output that is NOT Apple brand. 
8. Do not connect the CellPower Water Bottle to a computer, powerbank or multiple usb port. 
9. The red light is on while charging. When the red light flashes, it means that is fully charged and 

ready for use - the internal circuit will automatically stop charging.  

Battery replacement 
10. The CellPower Water Bottle battery is a consumable. 
11. The 18650 lithium rechargeable batteries 3.7 V have a lifespan of 6 to 12 months - If yours lasted 

less, you should consider whether you have complies with topics 7 and 8.  
12. If you notice that your battery no longer lasts for the intended uses, you should replace it. 

Changing the battery is only mandatory if the bottle’s optimal functioning is compromised. 
Otherwise, you can extend the use of the same battery. 

13. To replace the battery, simply unscrew the 3 screws on the base of the bottle, remove the battery 
cover and replace the battery. Place the cover correctly, ensuring that there are no gaps. 

Dirty water release  
14.  Underneath the base, you will find a gray button that you must press daily, with the bottle empty. 

If drops of water come out around the button, continue to press until the residual water is 
removed from the tank. 
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Cleaning process 
15. Do not wash the bottle with detergent or other product, use just hot water with lemon drops. 
16. Do not use hard brushes to clean this product. 
17. Avoid external contact of the CellPower Water Bottle base with water, as it can cause irreversible 

damage to the device’s board. 
18. The lid can be washed with detergent, taking care not to loosen the sealing rubbers/o-rings. 

 
Lid design 
19. Whenever you open the lid, use the support hand to cushion it. The internal pressure of hydrogen 

causes it to open abruptly and can break the lid spring. 
20. The lid has a locking system: just pull the tab downwards to lock. 
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Care and maintenance  
A. If the bottle is not used for a while, the PEM membrane may dry out. Cycle for 5 minutes with 

boiling water (using a kettle). Discard the water produced. Repeat the process until hydrogen 
production (bubble cycle) is normal. 

B. With time, the electrode may become encrusted thus reducing its effectiveness in producing 
hydrogen. Dissolve 15g of citric acid powder (food grade) or 15mL of lemon juice in 300ml of 
warm filtered or bottled water and place the solution in the bottle. Shake well and let it rest for 2 
hours. Do not start any hydrogenation cycles during the soaking process. After 2 hours, start a 5 
minute cycle using the citric acid solution. Finally, wash the cup very well and run several cycles 
with clean water to remove all acid residue (including the waste water tank - press the dirty water 
release button ). 

Precautions and warnings 
A. Do not subject the CellPower Water Bottle to impact or drop. 
B. The device will produce some small vibrations and abnormal noises and jets during hydrogen 

production. This is a normal phenomenon. 
C. Please hold the cup body when turning the lid. When holding the base, the cup may loosen and 

leak water. 
D. The hydrogen production using the same water should not be more than 2 consecutive times. 

More than that will increase the internal air pressure, which can cause seepage into the cup wall 
or waste water valve to the outside. This can be prevented by loosening the lid of the cup to 
release the pressure during hydrogen production.  

E. During hydrogen production, when the pressure inside the bottle is too high, the waste water 
discharge valve may leak water, which is a normal phenomenon. In this situation, paper towels 
can be placed under the base to absorb residual water. This can be prevented by loosening the lid 
of the cup to release the pressure during hydrogen production. 

F. The 18650 lithium rechargeable batteries have a lifespan of 6 to 12 months. When the battery 
efficiency is reduced, the battery must be replaced. Please contact the customer support to 
purchase the battery and to replace it by yourself. When installing the battery, confirm that the “+" 
and "-" direction is correct. 

G. When the battery is damaged and cannot be charged, the device will emit a continuous beep 
during charging. 
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H. Due to a thermodynamic phenomenon, producing hydrogenated water using hot water will 
consume more battery. 

E. Specifications 
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Size ⌀75 x 210mm

Weight 255gr

Power 5V/2A/TypeC

Volume 330 ml

Wastewater tank 5 ml

Temperature 2ºC - 99ºC

Battery model 18650/3,400mAh

ORP (mV) -500 ~ -700

H2 content (ppb) 1,000 ~1,400

pH increase 0.5 ~ 1.0

Full plastic High temperature resistant and food grade PCTG/
BPA FREE/115ºC
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F. Troubleshooting 
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Contact us  
geral@cellpowerwater.com
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